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1. QUICK VIEW

• Minutes from the July Federal Reserve meeting indicated a 
willingness to slow down its asset purchases later this year. 

• The Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City held its 45th 
annual Economic Policy Symposium. Fed chair Jerome Powell 
reiterated his view that the current high U.S. inflation is seen 
as transitory.

• SA GDP grew faster than expected at 1.2% QoQ vs. 0.7% 
forecast, extending the economic rebound.

• Covid-19 cases continued to rise globally, with 20 million 
new cases being registered in August. Locally, South Africa 
registered 330 000 new confirmed cases in August, while 
vaccines administered jumped significantly by 5 million to more 
than 12.5 million.

• Geopolitically, much focus was on Afghanistan, as the Taliban 
regained control of the country nearly 20 years after being 
ousted by a US-led military coalition.
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2. GLOBAL MACROECONOMICS

Minutes from the July Federal Reserve meeting indicated a willingness to slow down its asset purchases 
later this year. The Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City also held its 45th annual Economic Policy 
Symposium, where Fed chair Jerome Powell reiterated his view that inflation is seen as transitory and 
that rate hikes should not be anticipated anytime soon as there is still some distance to go before they 
meet their goals of maximum employment and stable prices. 

The majority of equity markets ended higher in August. The major U.S. indices reached new highs 
intramonth as second-quarter earnings and waning concerns about runaway inflation offset uncertainty 
around the Covid-19 Delta variant and its impact on the global recovery. 

The S&P500 Index notched its seventh consecutive monthly gain, ending August 2.90% stronger in 
Dollars. On a broader front, the MSCI World Index and the MSCI Emerging Market Index added 2.35% and 
2.42% in Dollars, respectively. Locally, however, the JSE All Share ended the month -2.24% lower, dragged 
down mainly by industrials.

If there is one indicator to keep an eye on right now, it is Citi Group’s Economic Surprise Index for the U.S., 
which tracks hard data prints versus the levels forecast by analysts across major financial institutions and 
whether they surprise on the upside or downside versus expectations. 

Economic surprise index

Sources: Citi Group, Bloomberg (as at 31 August 2021) 
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The path it has followed has mirrored that of risk-on asset classes through the Covid-19 pandemic, 
dropping aggressively during the trough of the Covid-19 selloff and then bouncing back even more 
aggressively than in the post-2008 scenario – mirroring the “V” shaped recovery seen in equity markets. 
What’s interesting to us is how it crept back to the zero line (no surprises) and has recently crossed into 
negative surprise territory – implying markets are perhaps too bullish given the hard data of the world in 
which we now live. We continue to monitor this indicator for further downside surprises.

OUR SYSTEMATIC VIEW ON GLOBAL MARKETS

In the last month, South African equities have improved from a valuations perspective, with positive 
earnings from hedge stocks like resource companies publishing results that show a strong rally in 
underlying earnings in tandem with other valuation metrics. South African bonds – both nominal and 
inflation-linked – continue to provide highly attractive yield profiles at lower volatility relative to equities. 
What has changed is the case for South African property, which has now switched from neutral to 
moderately negative (albeit right on the margin). This is as a result of both disappointing earnings yields 
and a lower than average dividend payout ratio in the REITs sector as a knock-on effect of Covid-19 in 
S.A. commercial property. 

Offshore, the picture remains neutral on most equity markets and negative on fixed income markets. In 
the search for yield, investors have shifted out of the, in some cases, negative-yielding fixed income space 
and into equities. The effects of this are twofold in that yields continue to remain low to negative during 
the ongoing Q.E. program while equity prices have continued to trend upwards as investors are willing to 
take on more risk for less return in developed markets. 
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Strong Underweight Moderate Underweight Neutral Moderate Overweight Strong Overweight

Equities

South Africa Overweight

United States Neutral

European Union Overweight

Emerging Markets Neutral

DM Small Caps Overweight

EM Small Caps Neutral

Bonds

South Africa Overweight

United States Underweight

European Union Underweight

EM (USD) Underweight

EM (Local) Underweight

Credit

South Africa Overweight

DM Investment Grade Neutral

DM High Yield Neutral

EM (USD) Underweight

Real Assets

SA Property Underweight

SA Preference Shares Overweight

SA ILBs Overweight

DM Property Overweight

FX

Euro Overweight

British Pound Overweight

Japanese Yen Overweight

SA Rand Overweight

Where there certainly is a common theme is in all of our major currency pairings versus the U.S. Dollar, 
where we see bearish USD and are strongly overweight the other currencies in all cases. This is a 
combination of bullish financial conditions and a weak case for currency flows into U.S. markets – at 
least from a yield perspective. This can change quickly, and we feel that our financial conditions metrics, 
including credit spreads, funding pressure, and cross-currency basis measures, are positioned to capture 
such changes and could quickly turn our view on the currency pairings if the mood of the markets was to 
deteriorate.
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UNPACKING OUR VIEW ON S.A. BONDS

WHERE WE CURRENTLY STAND

We have maintained a high-conviction 
overweight position in S.A. bonds for 
a large part of the past six months, 
supported by very attractive valuations. 
Our indicators have maintained a bullish 
signal on the asset class. This is primarily 
driven by the higher relative yields of S.A. 
bonds compared to other countries and a 
stronger risk appetite for global investors. 
From a flows/positioning point of view, 
we have not seen foreign investors return 
to the local bond market in a meaningful 
way since the great exodus post-WGBI 
exclusion. With global central banks continuing to inject liquidity in the markets, E.M. bond funds are 
likely to start attracting inflows as yield-starved investors venture further out on the risk curve. Inflows 
into E.M. bonds coupled with the covering of underweight positions in S.A. bonds within those funds 
could send local bond yields significantly lower – particularly if one considers the fact that the local bond 
market has significantly outperformed the E.M. basket on a year-to-date basis.

Our indicators remain positive almost across the board, providing a strong overweight thesis for  
our funds.
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By way of contrast within Emerging Markets, the chart Emerging markets risk premia comparison below 
depicts the bond yields of comparable E.M. bonds decomposed into risk premia for which investors 
require compensation. S.A. bonds offer the second-highest yields amongst these emerging markets. 
S.A. bonds are even more favourable than Turkey’s after accounting for inflation in the two regions. This 
indicates that the wide currency risk premium embedded in Turkish bonds merely reflects idiosyncratic 
factors – specifically the Turkish central bank’s independence that has been under relentless attack 
under Recep Erdogan’s presidency. 

On a relative basis within Emerging Markets, this provides a strong buy case for South African bonds. 

Emerging markets risk premia comparison

Sources: Prescient Investment Management, Bloomberg (as at 31 August 2021) 

LOOKING AHEAD: RISKS TO OUR VIEWS

INFLATION OVERSHOOTS – RUNNING TOO HOT

We have covered this topic before, but the concern still stands, especially amongst global market 
participants. Prescient’s research team has investigated this topic in-depth and concluded that the 
primary components of the high inflation prints in the U.S. are indeed transitory – particularly new and 
used motor vehicle sales and the cost of fuel. While these two components are likely to either stabilise 
at current price levels (contributes 0% to inflation) or revert (detracts from inflation), there may be other 
unforeseen inflationary items/circumstances as yet unobserved that push inflation even higher than 
levels last seen in the GFC.
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INFLATION UNDERSHOOTS – RUNNING TOO COLD

Carrying on from the GFC, it’s important to note that post the high inflation prints during the GFC - 
which were in part caused by the flow of free money from the Fed - inflation significantly undershot the 
2% target during the post-GFC era as prices normalised (essentially having borrowed inflation from the 
future via stimulus into the global financial system). While inflationary overshooting has been a hot topic 
for some time, the possibility of it undershooting has largely been off the radar, despite it historically 
almost always having followed periods of high inflation (especially temporary ones). What’s important 
in this scenario is that in normal circumstances, central banks like the Fed would cut rates to encourage 
borrowing, but right now, they are at, or near, zero. The second tool they have is to pump more stimulus 
into the financial system, essentially borrowing even more from the future and possibly exacerbating the 
problem if they cannot grow their way out of it. 

VACCINES MISS THEIR MARK

With South Africans slow in their uptake of the Covid-19 vaccine, the acting Health Minister has opened 
the vaccinations to everybody over 18. While this has sped up the proportion of vaccinations and created 
a more widespread acceptance of it, we, as a country, are very far from a herd immunity level, as guided 
by the WHO, of around 60% to 70%. There is talk now of incentivising vaccinations for those who are 
either on the fence as to its efficacy or simply too idle to go for a jab. While this may increase the uptake, 
we are fast coming to the stage where the first wave of the vaccinated will need to be re-vaccinated – in 
short; the vaccination rollout has lacked its blitzkrieg lustre required to quash the virus into submission. 
How does that affect the S.A. economy? Quite simply, we continue with more of the same, with all time 
highs in unemployment at 34.4% (44.4% including those dissuaded from looking for work), the economy 
continues to flounder. Ironically for South Africa, we can look to other countries worldwide to model out 
vaccine uptake, incentive programs and their efficacy. It’s almost a blessing that we arrived late at the 
party. 

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

The Prescient Multi-Asset team remains bullish on asset classes with high amounts of value locked into 
them. South African nominal and inflation linked bonds look attractive both on a local, emerging market 
and global scale. Global equities remain largely neutral, still overvalued yet supported by central bank-
backed buying pressure. Looking at the major currency pairings, the USD remains unattractive versus all 
other major currencies, a reality that persists as long as financial conditions remain receptive to a general 
risk-on environment for global asset classes. 

We continue to monitor the situation in developed markets regarding negative economic surprises and 
how they may threaten the global growth environment, and remain largely neutral on offshore risk-on 
asset classes. South African equities remain attractive so long as global stimulus remains intact.  
As always, we remain guided by insight and informed by science – trusting the data we process to get a 
logical, refined view across global asset classes. 
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This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute or form part of any offer to issue or sell, or any solicitation of any 
offer to subscribe for, or purchase, any particular investments. Opinions expressed in this document may be changed without notice at any 
time after publication. We therefore disclaim any liability for any loss, liability, damage (whether direct or consequential) or expense of any 
nature whatsoever which may be suffered as a result of, or which may be attributable directly or indirectly to the use of or reliance upon 
the information. Please note that there are risks involved in buying or selling any financial product, and past performance of a financial 
product is not necessarily indicative of the future performance. The value of financial products can increase as well as decrease over time, 
depending on the value of the underlying securities and market conditions. While reasonable steps are taken to ensure the accuracy and 
integrity of the information contained herein, Prescient accepts no liability or responsibility whatsoever if any information is, for whatever 
reason, incorrect. Prescient further accepts no responsibility for any loss or damage that may arise from reliance on information  
contained herein.

Prescient Investment Management (Pty) Ltd, Registration number: 1998/023640/07 is an authorised financial services provider (FSP 612) 
under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act (No.37 of 2002), to act in the capacity as investment manager. This information 
is not advice, as defined in the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act (No.37 of 2002). 

Collective Investment Schemes in Securities (CIS) should be considered as medium to long-term investments. The value may go up as well 
as down and past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. CISs are traded at the ruling price and can engage in scrip 
lending and borrowing. A CIS may be closed to new investors in order for it to be managed more efficiently in accordance with its mandate. 
Performance has been calculated using net NAV to NAV numbers with income reinvested. There is no guarantee in respect of capital or 
returns in a portfolio. Prescient Management Company (RF) (Pty) Ltd is registered and approved under the Collective Investment Schemes 
Control Act (No.45 of 2002). For any additional information such as fund prices, fees, brochures, minimum disclosure documents and 
application forms, please visit www.prescient.co.za.


